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ABSTRACT:
This article discusses the fact that one of the main tasks of pedagogy is to bring up young people as full-fledged human beings, using the spiritual heritage left to us by our great scholars in the educational process.
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INTRODUCTION:
The purpose of the National Program of Personnel Training is to radically reform the education system, to free it from the ideological views and stereotypes of the past, to create a national system of training highly qualified personnel at the level of developed democracies that meets high moral and ethical standards. The most important and responsible task facing the teachers of our country is to train specialists who will look at the world from a new perspective, who are resourceful, knowledgeable, who will build and raise the foundation of our great future.

One of the main tasks of pedagogy is to bring up young people as full-fledged human beings, using the spiritual heritage of our great scholars in the educational process. Spirituality is such a force that leads a person to great creativity, patriotism and goodness. It encourages one to set good goals and to dedicate oneself to them. Spirituality determines the ideological, ideological, enlightenment, cultural, religious and moral state of a person. The formation of a highly spiritual person is a requirement of the time.

Our children are intelligent, able to think independently and broadly growing up as a full-fledged human being is the key to education the goal should be the task, says the President.

Science, culture and art are the constant of our President Shavkat Mirziyoyev has been in the spotlight. This is the line of all reforms in our country Historical changes in the field are also a direct initiative of the head of our state and under the guidance of It should be noted that the most advanced national in the field of education and universal knowledge and experience, traditions and values It combines modern education with the process of spiritual and moral education special attention will be paid to the issue of conduct.

First of all, where there is education, there is discipline, growth and development. Upbringing is a practical pedagogical process aimed at the formation of certain physical, mental, moral and spiritual qualities in a person. Upbringing has the qualities that a person needs to live in a society a set of measures to ensure that Education is the most ancient and literary value that ensures the humanity of man. Without education, neither the individual nor the human society can exist. Because the values that ensure the existence of man and society are education only from one generation to the next.

The term "education" is used in a broad and narrow sense. Education in the broadest sense is the formation of a person's personality, the development of his society and ensure active participation in social, cultural and educational
life represents the sum of all influences, actions, aspirations. Education in such an understanding is only in the family, school, children and youth organizations. The educational work carried out, but the whole social system, its leadership ideas, literature, art, cinema, radio, television, press and more includes Education is also part of the broader concept of parenting and information. In the narrow sense, upbringing is the physical development of a person, worldview, spiritual and moral image, aesthetic taste means pedagogical activity. This is done by family and educational institutions as well public organizations. Education and training are narrow not included in education, but any education is closely related to education will only be available depending on. Because in the process of education and knowledge not only the increase of knowledge of the person, but also the moral and spiritual qualities resolution is also accelerated. That is why “Education is inseparable from upbringing, and upbringing is inseparable from education - this is the Eastern philosophy of Eastern life. It is from this simple requirement that our children become independent and mature people with broad thinking abilities who live consciously. Adolescence is the main goal and task of education Islam Karimov, the first head of our state, has repeatedly said. So, the process of upbringing, which is aimed at the formation of personality, specially organized for the cooperation of educators and students, managed and controlled, as its primary goal is the process that shapes a person. Oriental thinkers Muhammad al-Khwarizmi, Abu Nasr al-Farabi, Abu Ali ibn Sino, Abu Rayhan Beruni, Ahmad al-Farghani, Imam Ismail al-Bukhari, Ahmad Yassavi, Bahovuddin Naqshband, Amir Temur, Muhammad Taragay Ulugbek, The views of Abdurahman Jami, Saadi Sherozi, Alisher Navoi and Zahiriddin Muhammad Babur and others on morality are still relevant today.

As the first President of the Republic of Uzbekistan I.A.Karimov said: “Respect for the elderly, care for family and children, open-mindedness, kindness to people of all nationalities a sense of mutual support is the norm of relationships between people. Love for the land of Uzbeks, love for their homeland, diligence, special respect for knowledge, teachers, and educators these are the qualities of the people of Uzbekistan.

Amir Temur morals husniya - possessed of good manners. As a wise and prudent commander, he did not allow haste and injustice in appointing and dismissing people, but he also cut one of the seven scales. Imam Ismail al-Bukhari “Good morals are food purity, truthfulness, and not betraying the motherland are the four If Allah Almighty has given you this quality, there is no harm even if you stay away from worldly affairs.

Thus, moral education is the leading link in the education of a harmoniously developed person, the creator of human qualities, the shaper of life, the means of achieving perfection. As Abdullah Avloni points out, moral education is a way of calling people to goodness and turning them away from evil. It is a book that boldly and illustrates the goodness of good behavior and the badness of bad behavior.

In the same sense, morality is manifested in a person's behavior, beliefs, behavior, thoughts, attitudes, and communication. A moral person has a strong self-esteem, in which internal discipline is strong. He speaks according to the heart of the interlocutor, does not hurt the person, and follows the etiquette of communication.

The concept of a spiritually mature person is a comprehensive, multifaceted concept. A spiritually mature person is in harmony with the concept of a perfect person. At the same time, the concept of a spiritually
mature person is associated with the concept of a healthy generation. Although these concepts are used separately in the scientific literature, in essence they all cover all aspects of human morality and ethics, all the positive qualities formed in them, from their relationship to people, society and homeland, to family, parents and others.

Achieving independence, giving priority to spirituality and enlightenment, strengthening independence, education explanation of such concepts as a healthy generation, a spiritually mature person, and a perfect person to give, to reveal their essence. Above as we have said, they are essentially the same concepts. To the righteousness, to the honesty, purity, patriotism and humanity, goodness and let's say, high morality is the essence and content of these concepts.

The reason why we give priority to these issues today is faith, belief and moral qualities - only a country with a strong spirituality, a deep-rooted sense of national responsibility, and spiritually mature citizens can develop independently and sustainably. The great future is spiritual it is created and built only on the basis of well-rounded people. In other words, only spiritually mature people can create a great future. That is why It is important and urgent to bring up a spiritually mature person, a healthy generation issue. In this regard, the following lesson of our President is instructive: “We are healthy we need to bring up the generation. Only a healthy person not physical health, but Eastern morality and universality We understand a person who is perfect in the spirit of ideas. By inculcating in the minds of the East morality and universal ideas The recipient is a person of high spirituality, that is, a spiritually mature, perfect person. Spiritual perfection is a person's worldview, beliefs, psyche, norms of behavior are directly related to morality.

Spiritually mature people are the destiny and well-being of the people, the destiny of the homeland and its think of development. They do not want to live in muteness, in dependence. When we say healthy, we mean not only our physically strong children a spiritually rich generation, mentally developed, morally pure, enlightened children, we need to understand the generation. Such people are the most respected of our people qualities - faith and honesty, kindness, compassion and mercy, modesty and modesty, honor, mutual respect, high patriotism, loyalty to the people and the nation must incorporate values and ideas.

Indeed, for the further development of our country, it is necessary to cultivate mature and well-rounded personnel, who have a high level of loyalty to the Motherland, the people and the President development of spiritual, cultural and human qualities, the country increase its power, serve to ensure the peace of citizens. Such The idea of patriotism plays an important role in education.
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